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About This Game

Robo’s World: The Zarnok Fortress is a Free Roaming Tactical Action Platformer. Take on the vast, interconnected Fortress,
and battle an ever learning foe who seeks to repair each zone you sabotage. Can you master your abilities to put an end to the

dark reign of the Zarnok once and for all?

Key Features

Explore a colorful 2D interconnected world with 8 distinct zones, each with a unique set of obstacles, composed of 
50+ levels

Hack the ship's systems to cause havoc and take hazards offline

Race against time: When you are faced with a planet ravaging force of evil, managing time is important: use your map,
plot your course, sabotage!

Master the alternate paths present in every level to stop the Fortress faster than anyone else!

Navigate the Digital Environment, a game-within-a-game where the clock is stopped, but you’re in an extra vulnerable
state as you Fast-Travel around the Fortress

Consistent challenge presented by an adaptive AI. Use the Digital Environment to scramble their data bytes Pac-Man
style
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Face off against six distinct classes of enemy robots each presenting a unique combat challenge from swarming Sentries
to the brutal Elites

Sneak past enemies to get the drop on them or be prepared to blast your way through hordes of reinforcements

Uncover the mysterious origin of the Zarnok by accessing Lore Terminals hidden throughout the Fortress!

Rock out to fast paced retro melodies that you’ll want to listen to long after the game is over

Play the way you want to with fully customizable controls and 5 different difficulty settings to choose from

Challenge yourself to get all 25 Steam Achievements and experience all new ways to play
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Title: Robo's World: The Zarnok Fortress
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Bluish-Green Productions, Throw Away Games
Publisher:
Bluish-Green Games Inc.
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP 3, Vista, 7

Processor: Intel(R) Core 2 Duo (TM) 2.0 GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Mobile Intel(R) 965 Express Chipset Family

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 180 MB available space

English
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robo's world the zarnok fortress

Do you recommend this game, absolutely not, if there was an even lower score I'd give it without a doubt. I've been very patient
with this game. On my first 2 (!) computers I couldn't get it to work at all. Now, on my 3rd computer I decided to just give it a
try again and to my complete surprise, it actually started. I was very excited to finally, after 3 years, start to play this game. Boy,
was I wrong...

First the game was just bathing in bright light. Ok\u00e9 fine, can happen to anyone, Google said to turn of glow and indeed it
works fine then. But that's just where the problems start. I decided to start with the tutorial first. Very boring. Long pieces of
text, pointing out things that are completely obvious and 10 minutes in the game I still had no clue what I was doing.

So I thought, I'll just figure it out myself, I've done this with dozens of games before, usually the controls aren't that difficult to
figure out. Not this game though, the controls are a mess. Zooming in or out isn't possible and so far Google hasn't provided a
solution for that. Nothing feels intuitive and everything seems out of place and not working the way they should.

Fine, I thought, I'll try to go build a room then. So, after 3 (!) tutorial videos and restarting the game twice because the image
somehow zoomed in and I couldn't get it to zoom out again, I figured out how to build that room. But not how to turn it, no, only
how to build it. Only I can't build it because the door is on the wrong side. So far Google hasn't provided me with a solution for
this either.

There seem to be 20 different keys to change the camera angle, but none to change the angle back again and none to turn
objects or rooms. Holding mousebuttons doesn't work, scrolling doesn't work, up and down doesn't work, - and + doesn't work...
I read a review of someone who felt mugged and I absolutely agree with him\/her. This game is dreadful design and I don't even
think Steam should sell it, since on half of the systems it doesn't work at all. If you want to spend 2 hours in frustration because
you can't figure out anything in a game, GO for it! If not, stay away from this game.. For 99 cents or less you will get at most
2-2.5 hours out of this game. The game is simple to learn and play but gives little direction on what you should be doing next. I
found the world fun to explore, but was disappoitned when the major events of the story didn't impact the world. The is no real
development to the characters at all.

There are a large number of glitches and errors in dialogue. The sound is overbearing but the soundtrack works for it. I've seen a
lot of complaints about the combat system, but I only ever had one character die on me throughout the game, and after hitting
level two found very little challenge in the combat.

This seems like a typical first try at making an RPG Maker game. That said it also feels that this was supposed to be a much
larger project that got rushed and truncated.

Still with all the bad I have to recommend this dinky little game as I did enjoy my time playing it and it even made me laugh a
few times, making it totally worth the 89 cents I paid for it.. I only like this program for its graphics.

1.  But not for its match settings. I am missing odd numbers 7, 9, 11 and so on. This program does its match settings in five
steps.

2.  This program activates murphy-rule and program own blitz-cheat-mode at free will! Thus i give it a big dislike to it.

3.  Permanent server failures in long distances (Europe - USA). Never had these deep impacts between Germany and
England as well as in national matches.

4.  Multiplayer is restricted to have friends to play with. I am missing at least one real multiplayer-server.

5.  The AI is even on its highest level ridiculous weak.

Even if the developers get their server fixed, it is not that program i like to play with because of the other bad points.
I give it a positive recommendation to players who want to have an interesting variant to serious backgammon programs. But i
don't recommend it for serious players.. 7/10
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Camp Sunshine is a pretty well done horror game created using RPG Maker that could have been a better game if they avoided
some unnecessary sillyness and made it a little scarier.

While the game was created using RPG Maker, it's actually pretty unique on its own, with graphics that are pretty well made.
The game has a custom HUD for the game to show the character's health, energy and flashlight power and sprites for characters'
faces during dialogue is actually varied, showing a range of emotions according to what they're saying.

One thing that surprised me in this game is that it has cutscenes, which are actually pretty well done.

The game is very straightforward with an intro that goes straight to the point and shows the player right away the ins and outs of
the game: avoid making noise, turn off your flashlight when being chased, look for places to hide. And soon you find out that
the main goal of the game is finding all the diary pages to uncover the story behind Camp Sunshine and find out where are
located the items required to conclude the story. To do so, Jez (the main character) will also meet other characters, who will then
send him out on fetch quests in order to give him access to diary pages.

It's very straightforward and it works, without running too much on cryptic things that require either guessing or looking up
walthroughs. The map also shows the locations of other characters and items you need to find, plus most keys are also labeled
so, most of the time, you know which doors they open.

The story, like the game itself, is also simple - nothing too complex, just a rather simple story of things going wrong and
eventually creating a monster. While I think it could have been something a little more elaborate, it works.

Now, here's where I have to list the two main issues with the game.

The first is that, overall, the game isn't really scary. I will say that there was one moment in the game where it truly caught me
offguard and gave me a genuine scare, but other than that, the base mechanic involving Jez being chased doesn't really work too
well. When the monster appears, it's a lot easier to just go inside a building and then immediately exit (or leave the building,
then immediately re-enter) instead of actually looking for a place to hide since, by doing so, the monster will stop chasing you.
It's also possible to memorize spawn points for the monster inside buildings. The monster does show up quite often, but instead
of being scary, it just leaves these frequent encounters as being predictable and easily avoided. What I would have suggested is
to make these encounters happen less often, but with the monster actually chasing Jez in and out of buildings until either some
time elapses or the player manages to hide somewhere. It could be also helpful to have some encounters scripted into certain
parts of the game (there was only one that was scripted and it was actually pretty predictable).

The second is that the game dwells too much on some silly things that do not mesh well with the game's setting. There is comedy
horror, but this isn't the case here, there are just things that are entirely unexpected for the game's setting and overall just feel
confusing and out of place - things likehaving an encounter with aliens or finding Bigfoot. Some of the fetch quests are also not
helping either. There is a killing spree going on, but there are some characters that are just completely oblivious and act like if
there isn't anything going on, asking Jez to go find or do some things that are completely unreasonable for someone who's trying
to survive being chased by a monster, like someone asking you to fix the boiler or someone telling you to go put out campfires.
It also doesn't help that, to save the game, Jez has to take a nap in a bed. If you check some chairs or benches, Jez will comment
on how he doesn't have time to sit down, but he can take a nap when there is a monster who can show up and murder him? It
just doesn't make sense.

Despite these issues, the game is still an enjoyable experience, well done in some ways and with some interesting moments here
and there.

Recommended, specially considering it's definitely not an expensive game.. Omni Link is an great game with a good main
story.
You need to choose some choices but they don't have big influences in the story right now.
The story is beautiful designed but it needs more quests and side stories. Right now you nearly jumping from one mission to the
next.
To the story: You are Keb somehow the destiny drives you to meet "Dawn" a kind of Cyborg/AI that will change your whole life
you meet dangerous troubles, pepoal and new allies. What will the future hold up for you ? Will you change the fate of the
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galaxy ?
The Spaceships are interesting designed some even have cool special features, but the controls isn't that smooth as it should be.
Sometimes im asking myself why does AI doing a better job in spacefights than the player.
The world looks a bit empty there should be more random events and more different spaceships.
If you playing on the now highest degree of difficulty, it's still a bit too easy but with some adjustments it could be heavier.
Sound designing is good but sometimes it could happen that there is no music nor sound and only after a few minutes it switches
on again.

I recommend it for the kind of player that wants to have a great main story.
If you still unsure follow this product or buy it in a sale.

[7.8/10] Points

Something i would like to have as DLC is the song in the Trailer with all soundtracks and the art book.(Share your opinion in the
comments if you like)
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A really fun game to play with friends, but it could be nice if you could make your own maps and not the same over and over. I
am a huge HOG fan but this game was not a very good one. It was the first time I actually requested a refund for a hog game.
The voice overs are terrible and the graphics are pixelated on wide screen. Also for me it's just not a fun game with a good story
line. I don't recommend this game despite the other flood of positive reviews but try it for yourself and see if you want to take
the chance. I did give it a fair half hour gameplay to see if it would get better but by part two I could not take anymore.. I was
really excited to play this game but it can't even get pass the loading screen without crashing all the time.. An uglier version of a
gun that's infamously weak amongst the RER Raid mode elites. Not worth money and even if it was good it's 99 cents for
something that shouldn't be DLC.. Fun game! Takes advantage of the room and keeps you moving and on your toes. Plenty of
challenge to keep you trying to beat the next level.. Not done yet, but figured I'd give my impressions now. This game has
excellent hidden objet scenes. I loved how challenging they were. The story was very linear, and there wasn't much for you to do
except the hidden object scenes, but as long as you know that that is what you are getting, that is fine by me. The music is nice,
and the hidden object scenes don't allow for pizel hunting, which I appreciate. The story so far is good, but slow moving with so
many HO scenes, but I'm ok with that.

9/10. Want to play this game just got it but when i hit the gas the bike dosent go any where just spins the tire WTF i feel cheated
.. any one no how to fix. Control a plane that flies towards your pointer, drops bombs and fires missiles so you can wipe out
hordes of enemies.
Its a close one here, the controls work fine, its quite neat getting new planes and upgrading them, and the variety of bombs and
missions is pretty solid.

but it feels a lot like a mobile game that had microtransactions and wasnt balanced quite correctly when it was ported back to
PC. Things go at a fair clip through the first part of the game, but around chapter 2 the difficulty ramps up faster than your
money does and you end up in a sort of grind, particularly because even with the best plane in the game your bombs never do
that much damage and there are _a lot_ of enemies.
I skipped 'evolving' planes because it just made more sense to leap straight to the best one and grind it up to top specs. The
second stage was never not a bit of a chore though.

Finally, setting in with the best plane in the game and pouring almost everything I earnt in to getting a huge buffer of repairs, I
shot through the third stage before the fourth stage also fell in to a similar grind as the second. (For some reason the third stage
didnt get nearly as built up.) but with the effectively limitless health buffer Id built up I could just slowly grind through any level
regardless.* The art changes from stage to stage, the enemies stats clearly go up a touch, but they remain effectively the same.
Cannon, tank, infantry, plane (Which are easily the most annoying as they pop in endlessly, are entirely suicidal, and until you
have repair kits to spare and a well armoured plane can actually do a fair bit of damage.), and blimp. With buildings that house
them, produce them, or just take a lot of time to bring down.

I think the ending was just the icing on the cake of my issues with the game. The last enemy was so small in a level so easy I
genuinely thought it was going to lead in to a final bigger battle. Instead it just leads to a screen that would do 80s Spectrum
games proud telling you 'Well done, you won' and kicking you back to the menu.

If the game goes on sale and you can be fine with just playing it for a while before getting bored and moving on (Unlike myself,
who is a completionist to the point of self destruction...) then you might want to pick it up as there is definitely some simple
classic shoot em up fun. Otherwise, I think there is too much grind and too little pay off to bother.

*Though I ended up wearing down the stupid numbers of enemies on the second to last stage for so long that the game appeared
to have spawned enough to grind my computer to a halt... given the power of my system and the simple graphics and gameplay
here thats pretty unacceptable.. So much fun with your friends. Singleplayer is meh, because the bots are either really stupid or
too smart for a silly humen. It's only $10, so do yourself a favor and get this game, NAO!. Really fun game
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